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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Tharun Medini. This video is a short summary of our ICLR 2021 paper ‘SOLAR: Sparse Orthogonal Learned and Random Embeddings’.



Main Contribution
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• SOLAR is a high-dimensional super-sparse 
embedding learning method for Information 
Retrieval

• Significantly superior on both query latency 
and prediction accuracy than dense low-
dimensional embedding models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a broad note, SOLAR is a high-dimensional ultra-sparse embedding learning method, designed for resource intensive applications like Search Engines. Compared to traditional dense embedding models, SOLAR is significantly faster and more accurate.



DSSM (Dense Embedding Model)
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Figure credits:
Semantic Product Search,
Nigam et. al.,
KDD 2019 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a broad note, SOLAR is a high-dimensional ultra-sparse embedding learning method, designed for resource intensive applications like Search Engines. Compared to traditional dense embedding models, SOLAR is significantly faster and more accurate.



Unique Sparsity Design
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• By design, all vectors have exactly K non-zeros 
and spread them out uniformly across the 
dimensions

• We fix the label vectors and only train the 
query vectors

• Above steps ensure persistent load-balance 
and orthogonality

• Expected dot-product between any two 
vectors is ~0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To achieve such improvements, we make some unique design choices. First, we initialize all label vectors in such a way that each vector has exactly K non-zeros and they are spread out uniformly and randomly across the dimensions. And the second design choice is to fix the label vectors throughout the training process and only learn the query vector. These steps ensure persistent orthogonality and load-balance. Orthogonality implies that the expected dot product between two label vectors is almost 0 and load-balance will be explained shortly.



4-fold advantage
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• Matrix multiplications are replaced by 
Inverted-Index Lookups

• Load-Balanced Inverted Indexes

• Low embedding memory

• Trivial zero-communication distributed training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through these choices, we have a 4-fold advantage. Firstly, all matrix multiplications are replaced by inverted index lookups. Secondly, the lookups are load-balanced, meaning that each bucket in an index has roughly the same number of labels mapped to them. The third advantage is that each label vector only has few 10s of integers to store as opposed to hundreds of floating-point values in dense vectors. Hence, SOLAR needs much less embedding memory and the last point is that we can trivially distribute the vectors during training process. 



Training
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure explains the training process. On the right, we have the initialization of label vectors. Each vector is split into K chunks where each chunk is B dimensional. Each chunk of a label vector has exactly one non-zero index, chosen randomly. For this particular input, the green and grey labels are relevant as per the training data. We perform an OR over the two labels and then break the resultant vector into K chunks. As shown on the left, these chunks are used to train small independent classifiers. 



Inverted Index
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• We construct one 
index for each of the 

K chunks. 
• Each bucket will have 

the same number of 
labels by design 
(Load-Balanced)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By design, we have K inverted indexes. Within an index, each of the B buckets has roughly the same number of labels. The toy example shown here has 2 labels per bucket in each index.



Inference
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During inference, we pass an input query through all K models in parallel, obtain their predicted probabilities and sparsify by retaining only top-m probabilities. In the example figure, m is 1. In practice, we retain around top-50 scores. We then query the inverted indexes from these top buckets and obtain candidate labels. Each candidate is scored by summing the probabilities from all K models. The ones with the highest aggregated score give the best labels.



Product-to-product Recommendation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We experiment with a Book recommendation dataset having 1.7 M books. We can observe that SOLAR has much improved precision and recall while training ~10 times faster and inferring ~2 times faster. The DSSM baseline shown here is used in Amazon Search. And GLaS is a regularizer that orthogonalizes dense vectors. It was proposed by a Google Research team. 



Extreme Classification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We perform additional Extreme Classification experiments where we obtain state-of-the-art precisions, particularly P@5 when compared to industry scale algorithms like SLICE and Parabel.



Extreme Classification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here again, our inference times are ~2x faster than the fastest baselines.



Thank you!
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• Paper                                             Poster

• Please reach out to tharun.medini@rice.edu
for further questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time and visit the following links for our full paper and poster. Please reach out to me for additional queries and further improvements.
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